Replicon Connector for Sage Intacct
Seamless, Accurate Time Capture and Client Billing

Key Integration Capabilities

Eliminate Inaccurate Project Time Tracking and Billing

 Seamless data transfer

Sage Intacct is used by many organizations, including those that work on client consultancy projects.

 Sync projects and clients easily

It is also a great tool for tracking income, expenses, scheduled bills or any payment made to vendors

 Easily create and update invoices

or billers. While most organizations have systems to track their assets, inventory and other resources,

 Turnkey, pre-built, nothing to

tracking consultants’ time can be more challenging. Yet it’s a pressing need, because consultants
often work on multiple projects for several clients simultaneously; it becomes unwieldy trying to

install

manage the billing process with accuracy. What’s needed is a solution that can capture consultant
time and project expenses, with the ability to push that information seamlessly into an accounting

About Sage Intacct
Sage Intacct is a provider of cloudbased financial management and
accounting software. Sage Intacct’s

system for effective payment management.

Sage Intacct and Replicon – Better Together

software solution is suitable for

The Replicon Connector for Sage Intacct enables you to integrate Replicon’s time tracking

small to mid sized accounting

expertise and Sage Intacct’s accounting software for a seamless exchange of project, time and

firms and can provide financial

billing information. The result is successful end-to-end project completion and client billing for both

reporting and operational insights
as well as the ability to automate
critical financial processes. Sage
Intacct cloud financial management
solution manages all core financials
and provides professional services
to help implement Sage Intacct

consultant time and project expenses. Our solution is completely scalable, enabling you to capture
up-to-the-minute project time, manage billable and non billable hours, and apply relevant rates to
understand all costs. Leverage our enhanced capabilities around projects, costing, resources, billing,
and more for all your business needs.
 Unified Attendance and Projects

 Easy Billing and Invoicing

software. Sage Intacct delivers an

Track and manage your dispersed workforce with

With our enhanced time tracking platform,

array of core accounting applications

a centralized platform for time, creating projects

time and time off entry is no longer a chore for

such as a general ledger, accounts

while reducing errors and rework.

employees. Capture time in various formats

payable, accounts receivable,
cash management, and order
management to any accounting

 Configurable Platform
Built with the advanced flexibility to meet any

department or finance team. It also

business’s time tracking needs. Agile and easy-

supports functionality for built-in

to-deploy across small to large organizations.

dashboards, real time reporting, time
and expense management, project
accounting, revenue management,
and global consolidations for
multiple entities.
Learn more at www.sageintacct.com

with minimal clicks, and invoice clients with
ease.

 Anywhere, Anytime Time Tracking
Get real-time control over labor costs and
compliance, submit and approve time and
projects from anywhere, anytime, and get
real-time access to required data for instant
information.
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About Replicon
Replicon, the Time IntelligenceTM
company, has over 20 years
of industry leadership and is
pioneering a new approach
to time management. Time
Intelligence elevates time
as a strategic asset within
an organization, to improve

Key Integration Capabilities
Harness the power of Replicon and Sage Intacct integration:
 Seamless data transfer

Projects created in Sage Intacct are

smooth, bidirectional data transfer to keep both

automatically transferred into Replicon

systems in sync.

along with both client and project manager

 Flexible Invoicing

operational productivity,
performance, and profitability.
Replicon’s Time Intelligence
Platform offers solutions for global
time and gross pay compliance,

 Sync projects easily

Our robust integration capabilities provide a

Automatically sync clients invoiced in Replicon

information.
 Easy payments

to Sage Intacct as sales invoices for further

When a payment is received in Intacct, the

billing options.

corresponding Replicon invoice gets marked as
paid - just like that.

enterprise time management
for ERP, professional services
automation, and an SDK for
continued development expanding the company’s awardwinning portfolio of cloud-based
products, including complete
solution sets for client billing,
project costing, and time and
attendance. Replicon supports
thousands of customers across
70 countries, with over 400
employees around the globe
including the United States,
Canada, India, Australia, and the
United Kingdom.

With seamless syncing of time data from Replicon to Sage Intacct, you’ll eliminate manual
re-entry of data needed for invoicing clients, reducing errors dramatically.
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